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G U I D E  T O 

UNDERSTANDING 

INVESTMENT RISK

When it comes to investing, one size definitely does not fit everyone

T
here are many decisions to consider 

when making any investment. One of 

these is how much risk you are prepared 

to take. This will be determined by a number of 

different factors. In this guide, we take a look at the 

different types of investment risk and how it can 

relate to returns.

Your appetite for risk will depend on your life 

stage and whether you want to grow your money 

over the long term or need to draw a regular 

income. Usually, your age and relative proximity to 

retirement will determine whether you’re investing 

for the short term (one to three years), medium 

term (three to five years) or long term (more than 

five years).

What to invest your money in is a big 

decision. To make an informed 

recommendation, it is important for us to 

understand your financial circumstances, 

your investment objectives and expectations, 

including the level of risk you are prepared to 

take and that which you can afford to take.

If you want to invest for many years, you may be 

prepared to take on more risk in your investment 

portfolio. This means you’ll have time to ride out 

any short-term fluctuations in investment returns 

and benefit from the potentially higher returns 

offered by growth investments such as shares.

As you approach retirement, or when saving 

for a specific goal such as the purchase of a home, 

you are less willing to risk losing your money. 

This is particularly true when markets are volatile, 

and the risk of capital loss increases. At this time, 

you might put a greater emphasis on investing in 

defensive assets, such as cash and fixed income.

Di!erent types of investment
None of us likes to take risks with our money, but 

the reality is there’s no such thing as a ‘no-risk’ 

investment. You’re always taking on some risk 

when you invest, but the amount varies between 

different types of investment.

As a general rule, the more risk you’re prepared 

to take, the greater returns or losses you could 
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stand to make. Risk varies between the 

different types of investments. For example, 

funds that hold bonds tend to be less risky 

than those that hold shares, but there are 

always exceptions.

There are various different risks associated 

with investing. In this guide, we highlight the 

main areas you need to consider. 

Losing value in real terms 
Money you place in secure deposits such as 

savings accounts risks losing value in real 

terms (buying power) over time. This is 

because the interest rate paid won’t always 

keep up with rising prices (inflation).

On the other hand, index-linked 

investments that follow the rate of inflation 

don’t always follow market interest rates. This 

means that if inflation falls, you could earn 

less in interest than you expected.

Inflation and interest rates 
over time
Stock market investments might beat inflation 

and interest rates over time, but you run the 

risk that prices might be low at the time you 

need to sell. This could result in a poor return 

or, if prices are lower than when you bought, 

losing money.

You can’t escape risk completely, but you 

can manage it by investing for the long term 

in a range of different things, which is called 

‘diversification’. You can also look at paying 

money into your investments regularly, rather 

than all in one go. This can help smooth out 

the highs and lows and cut the risk of making 

big losses.

Capital risk
Your investments can go down in value, and 

you may not get back what you invested. 

Investing in the stock market is normally 

through shares (equities), either directly or 

via a fund. The stock market will fluctuate in 

value every day, sometimes by large amounts. 

You could lose some or all of your money 

depending on the company or companies you 

have bought. Other assets such as property 

and bonds can also fall in value.

Inflation risk
The purchasing power of your savings 

declines. Even if your investment increases 

in value, you may not be making money in 

‘real’ terms if the things that you want to buy 

with the money have increased in price faster 

than your investment. Cash deposits with low 

returns may expose you to inflation risk.

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of not achieving a 

financial reward due to a borrower’s failure to 

repay a loan or otherwise meet a contractual 

obligation. Credit risk is closely tied to 

the potential return of an investment, the 

most notable being that the yields on bonds 

correlate strongly to their perceived credit risk.

Liquidity risk
You are unable to access your money when 

you want to. Liquidity can be a real risk if you 

hold assets such as property directly, and also 

in the ‘bond’ market where the pool of people 

who want to buy and sell bonds can ‘dry up’. 

Currency risk
You lose money due to fluctuating 

exchange rates.

Interest rate risk
Changes to interest rates affect your returns 

on savings and investments. Even with a 

fixed rate, the interest rates in the market 

may fall below or rise above the fixed rate, 

affecting your returns relative to rates available 

elsewhere. Interest rate risk is a particular risk 

for bondholders.

Investment diversification
Diversifying your investments means 

spreading them around so you also spread 

your risk. Many people invest across the main 

asset classes such as shares, property, cash and 

fixed income, and also invest in a number of 

different areas within each asset class.

Diversification can help lower your risk 

because different asset classes generally 

perform well at different times. n  

INFORMATION IS BASED ON OUR 

CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF TAXATION 

LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS. ANY 

LEVELS AND BASES OF, AND RELIEFS FROM, 

TAXATION ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

THE VALUE OF INVESTMENTS AND INCOME 

FROM THEM MAY GO DOWN. YOU MAY 

NOT GET BACK THE ORIGINAL AMOUNT 

INVESTED.

DIVERSIFYING YOUR 

INVESTMENTS MEANS 

SPREADING THEM AROUND 

SO YOU ALSO SPREAD 

YOUR RISK.

MANAGING AND MINIMISING 

INVESTMENT RISK

Whenever you make a decision – in 

everyday life or in investment – you face 

an element of risk. But if you understand 

the risks, you can begin to manage and 

minimise them. Risk is part and parcel of 

investing, and as such cannot be avoided. 

While most investors prefer to avoid as 

much risk as possible, some risk is needed to 

achieve higher returns. To discuss how we 

can help you create the investment portfolio 

that meets your goals, please contact us.
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WANT TO START 
INVESTING, BUT NOT 
SURE YOU HAVE THE 
TIME OR EXPERTISE?

With every financial decision involving some sort of risk, 

you need to be comfortable with the amount of risk you’re 

willing to take.

If you’re looking to make informed decisions to improve 

your chances of achieving your financial goals, please 

contact us for further information – we look forward to 

hearing from you.


